Endoscopic ultrasound-guided hepatogastrostomy (EUS-HGS) is the standard endoscopic procedure for malignant biliary obstruction \[1,2\]. However, the rate of EUS-HGS-associated adverse events remains high, and various severe complications, including risk factor and rescue techniques, have been reported \[3–5\]. We present a rare case of electrohydraulic lithotripsy (EHL) for ball valve syndrome due to a stent-stone complex after EUS-HGS.

An 88-year-old woman, who underwent EUS-HGS for recurrent biliary obstruction caused by refractory transpapillary drainage due to biliary cancer, presented with acute-onset vomiting. Contrast-enhanced computed tomography revealed a calculus that had formed at the end of the stent on the gastric side. The stent was pulled into the duodenum, with the calculus visible as the leading part of the stent (▶ Fig. 1). On upper endoscopy, the EUS-HGS stent was pulled into the duodenum beyond the pyloric ring, grasped, and pulled back into the stomach (▶ Video 1). A 5-cm stent-stone complex was noted at the end of the EUS-HGS stent (▶ Fig. 2). Gastric ulceration due to compression of the EUS-HGS stent was observed (▶ Fig. 3). Since grasping forceps, an endoscopic snare, and argon plasma coagulation (APC) failed to crush the stent-stone complex, electrohydraulic lithotripsy (EHL) with 1200 shots was used. One-quarter of the complex was crushed via EHL, and the stent was trimmed with APC. However, the stent-stone complex was still unable to pass through the pharyngoesophageal junction. This was additionally crushed using EHL with 3000 shots (▶ Fig. 4). After crushing the stent-stone complex, the trimmed stent and the fragments were successfully removed (▶ Fig. 5).

There are no reports of ball valve syndrome caused by a stent-stone complex formed on an EUS-HGS stent, which is a rare complication of EUS-HGS. EUS-HGS is a relatively new procedure that may cause rare complications. Clinicians...
should be aware of these complications and be ready to manage them using minimally invasive treatments.
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